We who offer these efforts do not know just how we should be
described:

Christians who are artists, artists who are Christians, artistic

Christians, Christian artists? None of us would claim to have achieved
the full stature of an artist, and, of course, none of us has achieved the
full stature of a Christian.
Nor are we sure whether any of these efforts can be described as
art produced by Christians.

Certainly some of these efforts are little

more than beginning exercises by Christians who may be wondering
whether a part of their vocation - or avocation - may be the production of Christian art, which is surely most needed today.
In the hope that we may give some salutary, thought-provoking
pleasure to our readers and that they will judge our efforts generously,
we offer the contents of this volume - to the glory and the enjoyment
of God.

THORN
covenant college
lookout mountain
tennessee
spring 1970

each step i take
is brittle and impatient
and my electric mind
is full of power
yet the power's
blocked in
by my skull's walls
and only shoots sparks
through the eyes
and static
through

the

mouth

What do we mean when we say Our Father
While Chattanooga is going to hell
His will will be done, so why bother
I don't dig my establishment mother
She can't see how cool it is to rebel
What do we mean when we say Our Father
Squelch the TV , turn inward and smother
A vanishing Biafran 's silent yell
His will will be done, so why bother
One thing on Sundays is worth a pother
The Minnesota Vikings did quite well
What do we mean when we say Our Father
Downtown it 's only my darker brother
Who breathes garbage produced with what I sell
His will will be done , so why bother
We ignore or suspect one another
Or share whispers about someone's bad smell
What do we mean when we say Our Father
His will will be done, so why bother

2 I reflections on a day of prayer: a vi/Janelle

Our faith is great
and full of kindness
except for the poor
who need it most
for them we say
GOD BLESS and EAT HEARTY
while they starve

we are as black as
the trampled snow
defeated even more
than when we fell
and we are blind
and have false peace
which we will see
when we're in hell
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Like little moths dying, white flakes fall.
The long paths between the thin black trees
are deathbeds for beauty :
newborn crystals
are laid to rest.
Our boots crush over them.
We like the crunch crunch of their bodies,
breaking.
You, also beautiful, smile, and I smile, we
kiss .
I catch a crystal on my sleeve and lap
it up, swallowing a tiny pattern that will
never be again, except in our mind's weak
eye .
Beauty all around us ,
beauty on us, and beauty in us
but all of it is dying God!
The snowflakes:
melting.
Our love :
melting .
The patterns that will never be again :
melting,
becoming a common substance flowing
over and down the mountains
of everyone's mind
to the rivers of everyone's heart .
God why do beautiful things
live such short cold lives?

4 I like little moths dying

My nerves sustain tired tightness
In bed the muscles of my face
don't relax and a nasal membrane
whistles each time I breathe out
The gutters rattle unnecessary rain
until the flowers in the garden sink
Is

life more than a malodorous sink
of wrong
It sometimes displays the tightness
of organized benign creation
Spring rain
can loosen to smile a cynical face
It's also true that things are badly out
of order and order barely seen as through an
Life seals off death with
a tight balloon skin
As for death, it gets in
Constricted claustrophobic
may be disagreeable
but life is like that

opaque membrane

a tenuous membrane,
designed not to sink
if we get out
tightness
to have to face
Its dictators reign

without regard for peasants who work in the rain
up to their ankles in mud, peeling membrane
form plant, membrane from plant, face to face
with no more pleasures or meanings than sink
in in routings' repetitious tightness
from which they no longer seek a way out
To do without this is to do without
life and to do without life is to rein
our passions with a bit too much tightness
Stretching relaxing striking a membrane
the tympanist makes music
Instead of sinking, his weapons bounce back toward his face
At worst life seems to ask

Yet

8 I on the birth of my son : a sestina
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VIOLETS
on tiptoes
swaying
in sun's June embrace
Unmindful of the scything tongue and cuddy ways
of cattle
Or of dust-stained men who violated a maiden moon
Why the secretive fusion of cells
which were meant to ride a whining nectar hunter
Or eddy up into the shimmering pulsing air
where mystics heave unfinished lines
Is there no place for pleasure
in these cleistogamous cousins
Are they languishing for the hand of a child
Why do they grip the earth so tightly
Forbs which guarded a loamy treasure
discovered by the plow
and paid to the winds and waters
more so than mortgage( and mortitian
saw them brush the sinking steel
of a narrow Chevrolet
And thrust their shoots through the rusted rim
of a cold cream jar
amid the litter of a toiling family
It is on a hill where white-tail anguish
in the season of killing
You can see
There
where the city -man laid his bottle
saw them across my rifle sigh ts
in the mouth of a piggish woodchuck
frozen now in rod en tial stare
as I discipline my quickening heart
and tighten down upon him
No hero
the boy
But destined to understand the lower wisdom
through expansion of that implanted
by the Highest
So
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unlearned was
in the ways of life
when I pressed a thicket of them
purple
long stemmed
fragrant
into the jubilant hand of Mrs. Taylor
did not suspect that her kiss
was intended for the man
who was becoming

T his class of us,
made up of swimming sa lt

in eyes, bl inking

too often and too nervously,
soon see society as sour:
we snake our ink
in bitter curse of culture.
We cough down cups of coffee
day and night, fright fully aware
our life is fleeing while our
brainwaves jump about like
broken stones t hrown on a
fractu red road within our
crumpling universe.
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I the insomniac 's confession

A melancholy breeze blows minute grains of sand
Into hollow shapes, as if moulded by an omnipotent hand;
And then slaps them against a broken, dusty window pane
Where amidst folds of faded linen it has lain.
Rough, beaten boards, hewn ages before
Lay stricken where once stood the door;
Dispersed stones from a fallen fireplace form rejected altars
On which time offers her sacrifice, then flares and falters.
Long brittle brown grasses lie threaded
Upon the discontent sands as upon their deathbed;
Silence is pierced by the breeze, whispering through the top of the fence;
Then the sands shift, and cover the fence tresses,
in desolation there is no penitence.

desolation I 13

Smothered!
The darkness smothers them!
They are strangled, they cry They force the blanket over themselves They frantically fly to untangle the heaviness
Futile grasps for the unknown beyond Terror in their efforts
It is all endless - no time
They search, they strain, they scream
Emptiness and the vast unknown
The darkness smothers them
But
he breathes - he sees
and he hides the candle
"ft will upset - it will change"
and he hides the candle
"They will hate - they won't understand I will not try"
and he hides the candle
He says - "I'll give the wax drippings
They can taste - they can feel
Just a touch will draw them to the light"
Waxen molds fall into eternal abyss They are smothered in darkness
and the candle is hid.

74 I sons of light?

Seeing his mind open into
Expressions of understanding
and Reality,
Yes, the turning of his thoughts
Over to new realms of living;
I no more question,
But gladly open my mind to
The peace, though it's sadness,
That he is aware Thinking pensively of expectations
Of Him.
He cries silently.
Will he answer, and how
Now that he knows?
There's anotfler side to the hair
Over his ears, the drolling
Guitar and harmonica
From behind the shut doors
Of communication.
Speak only silently and expect no more.
Love his quietness,
And listen hard to the voice of his mind,
Reaching, longing and trying to
Gain the prize of acce?tance.
Fold your hands and
Tie a golden ribbon
Across your lips.
Now wait lovingly
And give your gift to him.
He may speak after he knows
Of your love and sincerity;
But if he doesn't,
Be patient;
for
He will have to adjust to the new boundaries
You've erected.
If he utters a word
Accept it.
Understand now
Where you once expected.
Someday he'll smile
While confidently
Opening the doors.
And together we'll
Enjoy the voice
Of the guitar and
Harmonica . ..
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The days of our years are threescore and ten; and if by reason of strength they
be fourscore years, yet is their strength labour and sorrow; for it is soon cut off and
we fly away.

Psalm 90 :10

FOR NIGHT MUST COME

Sunday was the day we were to visit the old
folks' home and sing to them. Father had told us that
the managers of the nursing homes would allow us to
sing some Christian songs, and him to bring a brief
message to the patients.
I was five and I was at that time the next to the
youngest child. Like most five-year-olds, I had had
little contact with the elderly. Our grandparents lived
in a distant state, and I could not recall ever having
seen them. The few older people that I did know
were active in the church my father pastored. They
were vigorous and cheerful, and thev were not really
extremely old.
None were infirm. To me these
were "old folks". Such was my conception of age. I
fully expected the "old folks" living in the home to be
like them.
When we first entered the old folks' home, I
can remember noticing the strange medicinal odor like a doctor's office. There was also the heavy clinging scent of disease, degeneration, and stagnation.
The final ingredient in this foetid recipe was the rank
smell of unwashed bed pans.
We stood in an entrance hallway. In dark contrast to the dazzling sunlight outside, the interior was
dimly lit. The wallpaper seemed drab, faded, and
sadly neglected. Sparse furnishings, worn and threadbare, lined the corridor. A brusque woman in a
white uniform approached us, and managed a curt
smile before she asked which patient we intended to
visit. Father quickly informed her of the nature of
our mission. She then directed us to the recreation
room, where a large number of the "old folks"
ordinarily gathered.
By now the permeating miasma - and the
intangible yet oppressive mood mingled with it had disquieted me. When father opened the recreation
room door and ushered us in, I followed as closely
behind mother as I could.
In a jumble of portable beds, wheelchairs, and
sofas arranged around a TV, emaciated creatures sat
or reclined. Their wasted forms seemed somehow
ghastly and appalling to me. For a brief moment

after we entered we weren't noticed. Finally, one
man's bleary pair of eyes - set deeply in his sunken
face - turned toward us. I remember looking into
those eyes and somehow knowing that the mist that
veiled the man's eyes must in some way also veil his
mind. In a tremulous voice he exclaimed in surprise
and delight, "Children!" Then there were quavering
voices all through the room murmuring "Children!
Children!" And there were many withered, bony
hands groping toward us - reaching out to feel the
reassuring presence of youth and life. One woman's
voice plaintively whined, "Who are they going to
visit?" Some were stumbling and lurching toward us,
or leaning heavily on canes. One of them touched
me before I could react, and I shrank back in terror.
I remember that the skin felt thin, leathery, and dry.
Mother guided us through a sea of the frighten ing, groping hands to the center of the room. Father
then explained our purpose there and told them they
would have to be orderly so that we could sing. They
obeyed meekly like little children. I understood then
that they meant us no harm. I no longer thought they
were nightmarish monsters; I now thought they
were pitiful sufferers from some terrible and dread
disease. Some diseases could be "caug ht" I knew, and
I was fearful that this "disease" cou ld be transmitted
by touch. Even the air might be contaminated with
contagion, so I tried to hold my breath and breathe
as little as possible. Of course I had to abandon that
attempt when we started to sing. Later, outside the
building, I exhaled as completely as I could and tried
to breathe out even the last particle of "contaminated
air."

On the way home I asked father, "Daddy, what
was wrong with those people?" He replied, "Nothing
son. They were just old. When people live for many,
many years, they become old and worn out. Their
bodies don't work as well as they once did."
Father's frank explanation still didn't relieve
me of the fear I later customarily felt towards the
very old. However, one other idea had been firmly
formed in my young mind. When I next saw a clock
I finally understood what time really was.

for night must come

I
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A dying red sun of the twilight hour,
A slow-motion run on the sand,
An oncoming ocean that roars its power
And flings its excess to the land.
The deepening dark of a moonless sky
Is invading this vast domain,
And swift to my pallet on which I lie
It rushes and no dreams remain.

18 I a daydreamer falls asleep

Surging seas, accompanied by the cry of a lonely seagull.
Age-old sand slides between our toes.
Walking on the wind-swept beach, time seems to stop.
The sun just hangs in the sky,
A picture of slowly diminishing brilliance.
What matters in this moment of truth?
Twisting and turning midst the rocks ,
Our minds seem to finally be at peace .
Peace.
Peace for who? Only us,
As the reality of a crying child greets our ears.
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I

II
"Oh no!"

THE CANDY MACHINE MAN

"Is it dead?"

"Oh, you're here finally."

"Yes. Where are the kids?"

"Yup, it's that day again."

"They're eating lunch at school."
"It's good that they're not here.
pol ice to come pick it up."

I 'II call the

"Oh good.
You brought corn cheeze and
pretzels. But you can leave out the gum drops and
the hard candies.'.'
"Some girls eat them."

"He was the nicest dog we've ever had."
"Yeah, but not 'til all the good things are
gone."

"I know. I didn't do it on purpose."
"The kids will miss his barking as they come
home. He was so gentle. He never even snapped
when they were too rough with him."
"Shut up! I liked him, too, but I can't think
about it all day . Remember I have to support this
family - dog or no dog. I'm sorry."
"You're just upset."
"Do you think we ought to tell the kids the
whole story?"
"I don't know.''
"If I just tell them the dog was hit by some
car, they won't be mad at me anyway. It sounds
pretty bad to say that you ran over your own dog."
"Uh-huh."
"You're doing it again."
"What?"
"Making me feel guilty.''
"I'm sorry.''
"Wel l, we'll worry about the kids later.
take them to the pet shop this weekend."

I 'II

"They'll get over it."
"Well, what's for lunch? Oh - I forgot.
never did get to the store to buy the bread."
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"OK, tell me what you want.''
"No, maybe it wou Id really be better if you
just put in stuff I don't like."
"Huh? . . . Oh, I see."

III
"Are we goin' ta school tomorra, Mom?"

"Can't I take th' one with Cinderlad in?"

"You're goin' ta school tomorra!"

"Tha's a fourth-grade reader."
"But I c'n already read the Dick and Jane
books."

"What'II it be like?"
"There'll be other kids there, Sweets."
"Will they all be older'n me?"
"Huh-uh. I think Opel Lewis has a kid who's
startin' tomorra too."
"Is it a boy or a girl?"
"I t'sa boy."
"Wha's iz name?"
"I dunno, Sweets.

You'll find out tomorra."

"But I won' know nobody .... Are ya goin' ta
stay with me Mom?"
"You can walk wi' Merrills. When they go by
you c'n go out an' walk wi' them."
"But they're all big boys Mom. Man! They're
all past fourth grade!"
" 'Retha isn' big and she isn' a boy . She's only
in second grade. You c'n walk with her."

"Ya won't have ta take any books. You can't
take the one with Cinderlad in it!"
"What'II I take?"
"Listen Sweets. I'm goin' ta pack ya a lunch in
your lunch pail. I'm gonna put a potata in it wrapped
in foil. When ya get to school I wancha ta put the
potata on the coal heater. Be sure and leave it in the
foil. At noon it'll be cooked. There'll be some salt
and butter and a fork in your lunch pail to eat it
with."
"O.K. Mom."
"Doncha forget now."
"O . K.

Wha's th' teacher's name?"

"Mrs. Slump."
"Is she ugly?"
"Naw she's not ugly.
I guess she's purty
smart to be able ta teach first through eighth grades
doncha think?"

"I don' like girls."
(Yawn) "Yeah, I guess so Mom."
"Well you can either walk with the boys or
with her!"
"Can't you take me? Do I hafta walk all that
way?"
"You're going to walk with Merril Is. Besides,
it's only a mile an' a half."
"O.K.
"No.

Am I goin' ta take any books?"
You won' need any tomorra, Sweets."

"Ya better go up ta bed now John ."
"Aw I ain't tired."
"Do as I say now, hear?"
"Yeah, Mom .... G'night Mom."
"I'll be up ta tuck ya in."
. . . . . . . are ya gonna take me tomorra
Mom?"
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IV
" ' . . . Patty Jo's body was discovered shortly
after a local housewife observed her labrador retriever
gnawing on a partly decomposed human foot.' "
"Where did you get that?"
"It's right here in the newspaper."
"Why do they include details like that? That's
nothing but sensationalism."
"I suppose so . But still that's one of the
things I find myself looking for, or enjoying most,
when I read the newspaper. I guess it's perverse or
something, but I like that kind of thing."
"But what is it you really like about it? Surely
not the fact that a little girl was raped, tortured, and
mutilated."
"No - well , maybe I do.
screwed up."

I guess I'm just all

"You say that a little too easily . I think you're
just trying to exaggerate your own singularity, even
if you have to do so by admitting to a perversity.''
"But why does this kind of thing appeal to me?"

"What I mean is that some people manage to
make sinister descriptions sound authentic, while
others can ' t, even if what they say fits the facts. For
example, the other day I heard a TV newscaster say
that some guy's body was recovered from 'the icy,
sunless depths' of such-and-such a lake near Nashville;
and I just thought that was corny. The thing you
just read from the paper is an accurate account of
what that housewife actually saw. I had the impression that the TV guy just made up that bit about
the icy, sunless depths - I mean, I think he was
trying to produce an emotional effect in his audience,
but he actually reduced my emotion - at least that
emotion in me that he wanted me to feel - by
inventing things that he couldn't be describing from
his bwn observation."
"Maybe you're right. Still, I wonder why we
find it so agreeable to resolve all our moral and
emotional concerns by retreating into things like
aesthetics, which no healthy farmer has even heard
of. After all, you still haven't explained why we
enjoy sinister descriptions."
"I don't know. If we do - and I'm not sure
I'm ready to go so far as to say that we enjoy things
like that; only that they appeal to us - but if we do,
maybe that's part of the price we pay for becoming
educated."

"I don't know. It kind of appeals to me too.
But primarily, I think, on aesthetic grounds. . . .
maybe I have to admit a certain taste for the
macabre for its own sake.''
"Come on.
grounds'?"

What do you mean 'aesthetic

War: black smoke, crimson
cacophony, sudden fires,
violent: futile.
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Their eyes clothed still
in weathered overcoats,
the dead soldiers.
Stilled hearts below their throats,
frost-chilled pallid stones.
Hair: tustled. So many rusty tustled heads,
like slaughtered birds crushed
in muscled dog's jaws.
Minds asleep with hibernating toads .
Feet : caked dried rinds
sunk in ruts along the roads.

The soldier at war
Terrified by thoughts of death
Knows no fear of age.

war: a haiku I

HYPOCRITE -

He wears his mask
And is discoloration
The grotesque mouth
Glare
He shouts and hugs
All around so close
His inner convictions
Are far away
Rip it off!
That everyone will
See
Him naked - Like the Almighty does

The jazzman, at a dim -lit corner of a musty, shadowy saloon,
His dark form bent low as he peers into the hollow blackness of
an open doorway,
His fingers moving slowly across the dusty keys,
And then suddenly flying in a swih, ecstatic movement
Evoking countless patterns of blueness and of sorrowing fren zy,
Raising his head to a focus on the gray ceiling,
Dropping it again and closing tight the eyes behind the dark -co lored
glasses,
Unmindful of the swirling mass around him,
Playing on and on, never ceasing, into the fast -escaping night .

the jazzman / 25

Silence, Stillness, Peace.
The rain falls gently outside.
Suddenly silence is broken,
Stillness shattered,
Peace disrupted.
A siren sounds,
loud, harsh, and shrill,
piercing through the night,
up and down, up and down,
over and over.
Then from somewhere,
Answering sirens,
softer but still shrill
and terrible.
Soon the noise passes.
There is once more
Silence, Stillness, Peace.
And the rain falls gently outside.

26 I fire sirens at night

You walk along the road while the wind blows gently across it.
With it comes the sand, blown into specters of uncertain shape,
And drawing your feet into oblivion with its swirls.
You only know that they're there by the tap-tap they make.
The wind blows a brittle leaf heavily along the sidewalk,
Copying the sound of chains.
Another leaf dances across the pavement,
But sounds like tiny people running.
A dog howls, and a boy senses the mood.
He too howls, like a creature he can only dream of.
His friends laugh and the sound is pulled by the wind
into unfamiliar heckles.
The black wall of an unfinished house frames the hollow
windows to form an awesome face.
The bushes rustle like someone is behind them,
And the hedges sound like they are rat-infested.
The eerie lights cast your shadow in every direction,
And you don't know which is you and which is your soul.
Your thoughts melt away into the tramp of your feet.

that kind of night/ 27

I squeeze a fat green slug of Prell
from the tube, shoving it
into my marshy scalp,
bruising the hairs with relentless fingers,
stripping them of debris;
then let the water drum on my taut skin.
The white entrails of the slug wash out;
my hair tries to fly away
as I scrub it dry with a thin coarse towel.

28 I domestic comment

One touch, and it was over.
I tried to tell you so much, tried to tell you all,
in that one touch.
But you said 'no' --- not in words, no, you could
not say it that way, yet, I knew.

I turned, and when I looked back, as Eurydice, you were
gone---

Did you not see that I cared --- could care at all?
No, and your smile remains
As a nightmare for all time.
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In shadows on walls
Politicians, like spiders,
Look monstrously huge

30

Bang clink clatter clang
Pots glasses dishes and pans
Speak when handled rough
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THE

COOK'S

TALE

The Cook's Tale is one of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. It is the last of a
trilogy of fablieaux , and is unfinished . The first two tales - The Miller's Tale and
The Reeve's Tale - are both humorous though immoral stories. Sexual immorality
goes unpunished in these two tales, although naivete and greed are punished.
The Cook's Tale deals with a cook's apprentice who lives a wild life, is accordingly
kicked out of his apprenticeship, and goes to board with an immoral woman. Chaucer
leaves the tale unfinished .
The tale is here completed in modern English using Chaucer's poetic style
of decasyllabic couplets, (this has not been retained in the translation) and sexual
immorality is punished.

Heere bigynneth the Cookes Tale
(translated)
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An apprentice once dwelled in our city,
And of a craft of victuallers was he.
Carefree he was as goldfinch in the woods,
Brown as a berry, a handsome short fellow,
With locks black, which he combed full carefully.
Dance he cou Id so well and jollily
That he was called Perkin Reveler.
He was as full of love and romance
As is the hive full of honey sweet.
Well was the wench who with him might meet.
At every wedding would he sing and dance;
He loved better the tavern than the shop.
For when there any jousting was in Chepe,
Out of the shop thither would he sneak Till that he had all the sight seen,
And danced well, he would not come again And gathered him many of his sort
To hop and sing and make such sport;
And there they made appointments for to meet,
To play at dice in such and such a street.
For in the town there was no 'prentice
That better could cast a pair of dice
Than Perkin could, and thereto he was free
With his money in private company of his friends.
That found his master well in his business;
For often time he found his till full bare.
For certainly a drinking 'prentice
That haunteth dice, riot, or romance,
His master shall it in his shop feel the effect,
Even though he have no part of the minstrelsy.
For theft and riot, they go hand in hand,
And with cunning he played on the guitar and fiddle.
Drinking and truth in one of low degree
Are at battle all day, as men may see.
This jolly 'prentice with his master bode,
'Til he was nigh out of his 'prenticehood,
And he was chided both early and late
And sometimes led in shame to Newgate.
But at last his master him bethought,
Upon a day, when he his money sought,
Of a proverb that saith this same word,
"Well better is rotten apple out of herd
Than that it rot all the remnant."

So fareth it by a riotous servant;
It is full less harm to let him free,
Than ruin all the servants in the place.
Therefore his master set him loose,
And bid him be gone to sadness and woe!
And thus this jolly 'prentice had his leave.
Now let him riot all night long or thieve.
And since there is no thief without a friend
That helps him to waste and to soak up
All that he can bribe or borrow,
Anon he sent his bed and his array
Unto a man of his own sort,
That loved dice and drinking, and such sport,
And had a wife that had for good appearance
A shop, but who whored for her sustenance.

Heere Chaucer leaveth the Cookes Tale.
Here begins a completion of the tale.
Now
And

leave we here this 'prentice on his way,
go unto the shop where he will stay.

Explicit prima pars
Sequitur pars secunda
Within this shop all sewing busily
Were seven women.
Beauty none could see
As this in all of our old town about .
Of these seven, the wife was chief no doubt.
Her only fault was that she was too coarse
And fat, with neck belonging to a horse,
And flabby breasts, with belly bulging tight.
She worked the shop by day, and worked at night
At teaching other six how best to ply
Their natur'I trade;
how best to catch the eye
Of a young man, whom pray good Fortune spare :
For those who're trapped, the price is stiff to bear .
These six, who were uglier far by more
Than was the wife who ran the taylor store,
Had faces painted to a high degree
To 'tract those noted for their lechery.
They dressed in clothes all bright and gaudily,
To advertise the wares they sold by day,
And drape that which they sold in black of night,
To make their ugly bodies fit for sight.
Scarce one night ever passed that did not find
Sev'n men to do just what they had in mind.
T'were Fortune's blessing that men came at night,
And rose again 'fore coming of the light.
For had they seen what Venus brought them to,
They wou ld have called on Zeus to slay them true.
Good living made these ugly women, sev'n,
That did not trod the narrow path to heav'n.
We leave these ladies living in their sin,
And fort h another part this tale begin.

Ex plicit secunda pars
Sequitur pars tercia
Not fa r away, scarce but a mile or two,
There lived 'mid grass and trees a farmer

who
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Had a love ly daughter and faithful wife.
Both these he loved and counted as his life.
The daughter none was there so fair throughout
The land .
There was, me thinks, no chance of doubt
That her beauty from the goddess Venus
Came.
But sh e w as not just beautiful thus.
She hearkened to Di a na 's chastity
In su c h a way 'twas wonderful to see,
And possessed such goodness , meekness, and love,
That s he was thought an angel from above
By her parents.
These two were so jealous
For her love that they kept her with zealous
Vigil.
They did not let her run and play
By night with paramours, or by the day
With other folk.
Quad she, "I do not want,
~'en with all these happy things 'round, to daunt
Or go from them."
Blessed by felicity
So much she was, that of calamity
H ad she no knowledge.
Day by day she sewed
And cooked and cleaned the house, and sometimes hoed
In the garden for her father.
But most
She liked was sewing.
She could make a host
Of lovely clothes to cover nakedness,
Which thing pleased God.
For since that awful mess
Which Adam brought upon us by his sin,
Nakedness and shame have been kept within
By clothes, of which God made the very first
By shedding blood of animals.
Now durst
Any man deny this represented
God's bones hanging on the tree all rented
And torn, the spilling of Whose precious blood
Gives cov'ring to our shameful sin.
"Oh good
Is he who upon Christ's things gives deep thought,"
Ouod sho oft .
The clothes made, her father brought
Them to the poor of the town and gave them Completely sewed and stitched right to the hem
Without price to those in want and dire need.
Great was their appreciation indeed,
For what e'er they took fit them everyone
Perfectly whether short and fat, or bone
And skin and very tall .
They did not know
Who made these things in order to bestow
Their thanks on her .
God wot, they turned their eyes
To Christ, and thanked Him one and all for prize
Of this sort.
0
Fortune, who dost always
Turn thy cru'I wheel 'gainst those who give Christ praise,
Now dost thou dare to turn 'gainst this virgin;
And 1n what way I will the tale begin.

Explicit tercia pars
Sequitur pars quarta
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This farmer owned among some other things
Two cows and a bull .
The farmer's fate swings
'Round these animals.
Much love did the bull
Show t'ward his cows.
Alas, the day broke full
When this farmer both of these cows must sell
To buy cloth for his daughter who sewed well.
Forth to the taylor shop that day he went
(Not knowing that these ladies were hell-bent)
To see if he from them could good cloth buy.
Now looks this wicked wife with evil eye
Upon this farmer, and knows with sure dread
That if made clothes h e gives 'way she'll be dead ;

For her d a ytime biz'ness will com e t o e nd .
"I pray thee my good friend," q u o d s h e, " t o se n d
My greeting s to the one whom your cl o th es m a k e. "
"'Tis my virgin daughter who ca n se w , ba k e
Or do woman's work be st of a ll
kn o w ;
But the nicest of all she does 1s s ew ,"
Ouod he proudly, and left the s tor e full f as t
To sell his cows , for he ' d found cloth at las t .
Now 'gins this wicked wife to schem e a nd plan
How best this virgin girl to hire .
"S h e ca n
Sew by day, and in dark of night be t a ught ,"
Ouod she, "How best her body c a n b e bought .
For by the very Lord who for us bl e d,
I'll have this lovely virgins maidenhead ,
To gain back money she caused me to lose
By giving clothes for poor people to u s e. "
The farmer home he hurries very fast
To sell his cows for money now at la s t .
To town he starts with cows led by a rope .
His wife leads one, and they both go in hope
Of selling them .
The bull full angry now
Is he.
He paws the earth and makes a row .
He butts the fence which round him makes a wall ,
Until at last part of it 'gins to fall.
He rams it once again and now is free,
And goes to find his cows where e'er they be.
Alas for this poor farmer and his wife .
The bull he finds them:
'tmeans the farmer's life.
0 cruel bull!
He killed him and his spouse
While their lovely daughter was in the house.
They killed the bull, for this was only right .
Ou ickly spread the word :
"The orphaned girl's
Left all alone."
The wicked wife now furls
And drapes her body all in clothes of black,
And ventures to the girl and brings her back,
With tender show of pity, to her store;
And treats her as her mother would, and more
She did:
For when that girl, weeping sadly 'Cause that her parents never 'gain she'd see Would go to bed, then went to bed the wife
On the same mattress.
Full naked as life
Was she, and told the girl to do the same.
This virgin scarcely understood, for shame,
What was hap'ning, but did as she was told.
First nothing happened.
Then the wife grew bold
And 'gan to sooth that grieving virgin dear
By rubbinq hands all over front and rear
Of the girl.
Indeed she felt awful strange
In bed with this huge witch.
And to arrange
To leave eke did she wish indeed to stress.
But bound she was by this ladies' kindness.
And at day break she found so much to do,
Came end of day, she did not feel so blue.
For she had outdone all the sev'n ladies
Bound indeed now for mine author's Hadies,
By making clothes of all those colors bright
Far lovelier than others were to sight.
But then came on the awful night anon,
When once again this girl and wife are gone
To bed.
Now does this sow begin again
To prowl where she should not, and eke to rain
Praise upon this girl for her fair body,
Which she rubs here, pinches there, and, shoddy
Old woman that she is,
won't tell you
All she did to that girl to make her blue
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Again.
Full two weeks did she do at night
Just as I've told you was this poor girl's plight,
Until at last the girl lost sight of hope,
And wished alas she had a piece of rope
To hang herself withal.
Now comes the day
When the wife comes in and takes her away
To a small dark room.
Through a peephole light
Com es in.
The wife tells her to look .
A sight
She cannot believe meets her small eye.
"Zounds!"
Quod she aloud.
"Except for all Christ's wounds
I've ne'er seen sight so ugly!"
In a swoon
She fell.
For she had spied for sure, right soon,
The wicked wife's husband naked standing
In the room.
I need not go expanding
Further on the subject.
Full well hated
By now is she by the sev'n unsated
Women for her chastity.
"E'er this night
H as passed," quad the wicked wife, "you shall right
Up close to such an one have been."
Trembling
With anxiety, the virgin mumbling
Prayers to Christ went about her business.
On that day arrived the bedding and mess
Of the 'prentice, who would come that same night.
The girl sewed with fear and quaking all right,
For dreaded she the going of the sun,
When evil would its wicked work begun.

Explicit quarta pars
Sequitur pars penetencie
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Now is it night and the fat wife comes in
And grabs her by the arm to forth begin
To drag her.
She takes her to a room where
It seems there is not e'en a breath of air,
So black with night it is.
Now does she hear
The door closed and locked and a stirring near
At hand .
It is a man all naked pure,
And forth she runs, all screaming loud for sure,
'Til runs she into a wall;
then cow'ring
Down she weeps and screams, and feels him tow'ring
Over her.
Perkin Reveler next room
Near by hears all the noise.
He grabs a broom
And candle light, and down the door he breaks.
There meets him such a scene!
The man forsakes
The room, and runs all naked through the door,
Knocking Perkin's candle light to the floor.
Perkin clothes the girl in blankets;
then fled
Them from the room.
The naked man he bled
A II in a swoon, for tripped he had in flight.
What had been a candle, is roaring bright
With flames as Perkin and the girl forth go
From that burning place into the night.
So
Perished all the ungodly women sev'n
And the husband :
We know they're not in heav'n!
Now does this virgin begin to feel love
For Perkin who rescued her.
And above,
Christ heard her prayers, and now 'twere plain to see
That Perkin Rev'ler soon her man would be;
For 'twere as though he had grown up anon
Through this experience.
Now are they gone
To a church where an holy priest of God
Gives them marital rights of the synod.
Now does Perkin think hard upon his past,
"I will to 'prenticeship again," quod he,

"And go my former master for to see."
Back they go to Perkin's former master.
When he sees the change, none could act faster
To take Perkin, and back to work him start,
For pity runneth soon 1n gentle heart.
Perkin now resembles a mature man.
Both he and his good wife do all they can
To pay back all his debts.
And so we leave
Them now;
and who would shew sorrow, and grieve
At their happiness?
Perkin 'came a cook,
And his wife sewed for the poor.
So my book
ls ended.
Hap'ly they lived on ever.
Let no wickedness their love now sever!

Heere is ended the Cookes Tale.
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CROCUS
Along the roadside
You poked your head up today
Opening the earth.

Hands on hips, eyes closed ,
Head thrown back, tongue stuck out to
Catch the falling snow .

In the cold quarterMoonlit air, an inflated
Screech owl, perched, watches,
Deflating to whimper, while
On the ground a field mouse moves.

When flames caress you,
Slender branch in the fireplace,
Do they cause you pain?
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Snowflakes, how warm you appear,
falling more gently than tears,
and touching my lips with tenderness
(like a prostitute's kiss) .

thought while lost in a blizzard I 39

Some small exotic warbling mockingbird
hid deep within the crossed and broken
pines,
charmed me to the woods .

A

wind

blew

spiderwebs
for me to follow ;

slid along the snail's

frail cellophane, until the glassy hickory
branches
cut my veins, and stones crushed deep
into my mind.

Nature answered joyfully,

my body cracked open for the butterflies
and bees, and left
a tree of bones.

The birds delighted
nesting there .

And some wee whitefoot nursed her young
between a blade of bones where once abode
my tongue.
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As the sun rose, Abstine, a little
Nubian child, sat high in his beloved
cherry -almond tree thinking of life,
love, and limb. Sitting there as he
was Abstine was stung in the eye by
a ray of the sun - the sun that shines
above all Nubians regardless of race,
creed, color, or longevity. It penetrated its brilliance into his very
soul . Abstine thought it was certainly
mid-morning by the brightness of
that particular sunshine stinger. But
for some reason, he was mistaken, for
as you know, the sun was just rising .
Twigs and half-dried leaves crackled
as Abstine sprang downward to meet
them with his whole body . He was now
in full contact with Gertrude (a name
warm-heartedly given to earth - mossy
though it may be). In the future
Abstine intended to perfect his landing
so that it would not be so harsh .
While Abstine was sprawled out on
the mountain ground, he looked up .
Through leaves, rocks, vines, moss,
and other things that cover Gertrude,
the sun came into its true perspective
and Abstine realized it was very early
in the morning .

upon gertrude's mount of discovery
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I sat alone on a rock, looking around me and
letting my mind wander as it wanted. I was bored,
and my mind sat stagnating in the thoughts of the
hard work ahead of me. Just then my eye caught a
slight, quick movement. There, on the stone steps
below me, in his little brown suit, crouched a tiny
salamander out for a Sunday stroll. He sat alert and
poised, his long toes clinging to the side of the rock,
ready to dart away at the slightest movement from
me.
Upon seeing that this monster before him
would do him no harm, he quickly climbed a step
and looked again. He repeated this action several
times, while I sat amazed. He was such a little
fellow, yet he climbed a wall many times his size. He
was cautious in what he did, stopping to look around
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and checking things out; yet he moved with the
speed of lightning, never wasting a second. And I
could tell, while watching his adept movements,
that he took life one step at a time; not thinking of
the future moments, but of what was happening
right then.
As he disappeared over the side of his rock
plateau, I realized the big lesson that I had learned
from this, one of God's smaller creatures. Humans
are often running around doing things quickly and
carelessly and not checking into things before they
do something. Yet this tiny salamander went about
his work as God planned him to, completely content
with his surroundings.

The changing shadows in the trees
suggest a breeze,
But I cannot feel it . ..
I feel nothing.
The rain is beating hard
upon a soldier dying
slowly, slowly.
The rain means nothing to me.
The sun is burning on the backs
of migrant workers in a field.
I cannot feel the sun . ..
I feel nothing.
A fire is roaring through a crumbling tenement building
in the rubble of a city somewhere
far away and somewhere near.
The heat is far away.
It fades and flares
and grasps for life while taking lives
and finally loses out
and dies
and dies again.
I feel this heat . . .
but barely . . .
It singes on the edges of my mind
and not the fire alone
But now the sun is burning on my back too .
It burns and burns
and now the heat becomes oppressive
until the rain begins to fall.
At first a gentle patter
Plays upon the ground around me
And trickles down my chin
and steam pours forth
and then the cloud of steam is past
because the rain is harder now.
The soldiers wounds are mine
And I am dying too.
And then I feel a breeze,
a gentle mountain breeze
And shadows play upon my heart
and still the shadows shift
and form their patterns,
changing patterns,
And I hear the heart and life
of all the people of the world beating,
beating, beating,
And now I feel it, too.
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.1 thought that cities should be for people .
They are for Standard Oil, I BM, Sergeant Pepper, and two-for-ninety-eight.
Complete with flashing, shrieking, beeping, and emanating sunlight from
their concrete bottoms into aching heads .
They are for whirling machines that wash and dry your clothes and turn
out rubber underwear of lasting durability .
A thousand men press the buttons and move among the twisted arms of
unresponsive gray steel.
The factories must disgorge their oily, acrid wastes ;
purpose of rivers and of the air .

that is the

Somewhere there are iron bars that encage disheveled lions panting in
the dry dust and glass boxes that reveal thin, perspiring snakes.
That is enough of nature ;

man is above that .

Uptown a faceless human stare is as vacant as the shining, white-wal led
Kerr-McGee office.

Rejoice, there is an oversupply of record players, instant mashed
potatoes, ladies' furs, STP , Barbie dolls, spray deodorant, and
Hershey bars .
There are trees at Ninety -Third and Broad - of polyester plastic.

the purpose of cities
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All those scissors in so many minds
cutting out and fondling pretty memories
from the general gray monotony of I ife
and never trying to see
that youth in their reality
are often sad.
They remember their smooth and lovely
youth and forget the struggles below
soft complexions and well-tuned muscles
and urgent loves.
But the young also often forget that
the old are sometimes happy.

It's so simple - you can see
bodies soaked in memory;
aged men and women sit
watching life - just watching it.
Doing meekly what they're told,
they go to sleep, alone and co ld.
(God!

and soon

I 'll

be as old).

46 I the old forget I watching it

(The voice should be as Job's when addressing God)
Sky, my roof above;
Grass, my floor;
Trees, the wall that lets me through.
Glaring lights, that open my eyes as Adam 's
So that I see my nakedness and disguise it.
Sun, that light by which I am naked . ..
And not ashamed, where are you?
Where are you sun?
The sky, my high roof, is also hid.
Its face smeared with another face Of dirt, of grease, of infection;
Wrinkled with age Age not of hoary wisdom,
Age not of patient righteousness;
Age of cancer and rot.
Sky, sun, trees, grass,
I look for you.
And for the place where I may live naked,
Naked of my smog, my suspicion, my sin;
Clothed with righteousness and not ashamed.

an address to nature
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Here her eyes:

a brittle blue

frozen in pain.

Hating you.

It must be like dying to see her eyes
so angry, abused, and desperately wise.

You stole her body, threw your soul
into her nakedness, and lost control.
With wild sadistic ecstasy
you crushed her heart.

It hurts to see

her eyes, so icy to the Iively world
from which you hurled
her, into that land near death
who comes with poisonous breath,
floating above the newspaper swirl
down a chilled alley of garbage cans, to kill
a bitter young girl.
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Mommy, Daddy, I'm not there;
1'm not inside the store.
A kind old man who always smiles
Has long since closed the door.
He took me to a darkened room.
He didn't tell me why .
He gently laid my doll face -down
I still could see one eye.
You will find me in the forest
Whose soil is black like soot.
You will see a lean dog digging
And gnawing on my foot.

little girl I 51
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Now pray I to him that hearkens to this little
treatise, or reads it, that if there be any thing in it
that he liketh, that thereof they thank our Lord Jesus
Christ, of whom proceedeth all wit and all goodness.
And if there be any thing that displease him also that
they attest it to the default of my lack of ability, and
not to my will, that would full feign have said better
if I had had the ability. For our book saith, "All
that is written is written for our doctrine," and that
is my intent. (translated)
Geoffrey Chaucer

